There are many applications of the combination of IMU (Inertial Measurements Unit) and camera in fields of electronic image stabilization, enhancement reality and navigation where camera-IMU relative pose calibration is one of the key technologies, which may effectively avoid the cases of insufficient feature points, unclear texture, blurred image, etc. In this paper, a new camera-IMU relative pose calibration method is proposed by establishing a BP neural network model. Thus we can obtain the transform from IMU inertial measurements to images and achieve camera-IMU relative pose calibration. The advantage of our method is the application of BP neural network using Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, avoiding more complex calculations for the whole process. And it is convient for the application of camera-IMU combination system. Meanwhile, nonlinearities and noises are compensated while training and the impact of gravity can be ignored. Our experimental results demonstrated that this method can achieve camera-IMU relative pose calibration and the accuracy of quaternion estimation has reached about 0.01.
Introduction
We can't get correct camera motion trajectory by a single visual sensor in cases that image features are scarce, the texture is not obvious, the image is blurred and illumination changes, etc., which may influence the effect of image stabilization and tracking. However, inertial sensor IMU can still provide estimate of their own attitude measurements and predictive information without considering the image and external scenes. Therefore, in many fields such as electronic image stabilization, enhancement reality, navigation etc., combination system of visual sensor and visual sensor is used. They use IMU data to reflect the motion trajectory of the camera by estimating the rigid body transformation relationship between IMU and camera, among which camera-IMU relative pose calibration is very important. (SJ Julier & JK Uhlmann, 2004) . And the motion estimation are mainly obtained according to image characteristics, and then predicted and updated according to IMU data while visual tracking is failed. model output quat IMU , if errors exceed a certain threshold, feedback quaternion from images to trained model to update. Now we have implement camera-IMU offline and the comparison module and feedback will be implemented in the future..
The main contribution of our work is the model based on BP algorithm, which uses nonlinear least squares method--Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) (Mor, 1978) algorithm to convert time domain data to spatial domain data and keep their correspondence, and through which we can obtain accurate prediction, i.e. our method can achieve accurate camera-IMU calibration. Besides, calibrate relative pose IMU and camera by training, avoiding traditional complex calibration on industrial applications, for example, by extracting corners on calibration plate. And everyone without specialized knowledge can also use an IMU and apply to image stabilization.
The reminder of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our prior work on time synchronization in our lab. In Section 3 and Section 4, we introduce our algorithm and provide our experimental results and analyze the experimental results. Our results show excellent performance. And Section 5 is conclusion. 
Prior Work
Given that the start time, sampling frequency and transmission delay are not the same (S. Gupta, U. Dalal & V.N. Mishra, 2015) between the visual sensors and the inertial sensor, data acquired at the same time is often asynchronous, so it is needed for time registration to ensure the matched relationship between different sensors. We employ Newton interpolation method to achieve the time synchronization (Tian Y & Fang M, 2016) between camera and IMU. First, extend their frequencies to a same frequency according to the minimum common multiples of the two sensor frequencies, use central difference method to interpolate for the set of extension points to ensure the acquisition frequency synchronization. After that through the minimum error matching of the data from the static to the motion part on the rigid fixed camera-IMU specified, and thus achieve time synchronization on the two datasets.
Alogorithm
As the IMU acquisition frequency is much higher than the camera's acquisition frequency, there are multiple IMU data changes during two adjacent frames captured by a camera. Considering the IMU data changes may reflect the transform between two adjacent frames, that is, after a transformation, it is likely to obtain camera pose by multiple sets of IMU data in same time interval, regardless of translation, we propose a new method to calibrate the transform between camera and IMU based BP algorithm.
Fix the camera and IMU rigidly and begin to collect data at the same time. Calculate rotate matrix of the adjacent images and represent it by quaternion and take the quaternion as output, take the IMU data acquired during the same time interval including acceleration (A. Modh, M. Dabhi, L.N. Mishra & V.N. Mishra, 2015) and angular velocity as the input. Quaternion (Liu J F, 2004 ) is composed by a real unit and three imaginary units. Vol. 11, No. 10; 2017 be interpreted as a rotation from the aspect of geometric.
For images, estimate the relative rotation between adjacent images by extracting ORB (ORiented Brief) feature points. Represent the relative rotation by unit quaternion and regard the quaternion training labels.
Then establish BP neural network model to obtain the relationship between IMU data and camera pose estimated by images. For hidden layer, we use tan-sigmoid as activation function to com press the data between -1 and 1, shown in equation (2). And then a linear output layer is added to the network.
Figure 2. BP network model of the proposed method
The basic idea of BP algorithm is the signal positive transmission and error back propagation while learning. The learning rule of BP network is to use the steepest descent method to continuously adjust the weight and threshold of the network by back propagation to minimize the square error. BP neural network model topology includes input layer, hide layer and output layer. The number of hidden layer is not sure. And we establish a BP network of three layers, as shown in Figure 2 to find the relationship F in equation (3) 
Assume the frequency of camera is f c and the frequency of IMU is f i , the number of IMU data measured while camera captured per frame N=f i / f c .
Regard the three-layer BP neural network training as a numerical optimization, and the error surface is just a highly nonlinear function (L.N. Mishra, 2017; Deepmala, 2014) of the weights.4 Here, we employ Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, i.e. with a gradient seeking maximum (minimum) value of the algorithm to find a set of optimal parameters vector to minimum value function, which compromises the Newton method and gradient method. In part of evaluating, we use Mean Squared Error (MSE) as evaluation to describe the accuracy of the prediction model. MSE is the mean expected square value of the differences between the estimated value and the true value from group. The smaller MSE is, the higher the accuracy of the prediction model is. 
In equation (5) 
Experiments

Experimental Platform
Fix the IMU and the camera rigidly together to form a visual-inertial system, as shown in Figure 3 . Then collect images and inertial measurements data at the same time synchronously based on our preliminary work. Figure 3 . Combination system of IMU and camera
In our experiments, we use industrial camera GX1910 as visual sensor, the resolution is 1920*1080, and keep its acquisition frequency to be 10fps; for inertial sensor, we use MPU6050 which provides three-axis angular rate and linear acceleration measurements at 100 Hz, and the baud rate is set to 9600。
Experimental Dataset
Start the combination system of camera and IMU at the same time. We collect two data sets, one is fast sequence and the other is slow sequence. For the fast sequence, we shake the combination system intensely and quickly, thus IMU data during interval of two frames may change significantly. While the IMU data changes for per N group are not obvious, and even there are no changes.
From part 4.1, N = f i / f c = 10, so for each sequence, there are ten sets of IMU data including acceleration and angle velocity corresponding two images. Thus the training input data for each group is a 60 dimension vector. The training source data needed be acquired in scenes where there are clear and quantities of features points. Then optical flow method is used to extract the images feature points to calculate rotate matrix between adjacent images to generate training labels automatically, i.e., pose of the camera. For convenience, we use quaternion instead of rotate matrix, thus in fact the training output is a 4-dimension vector. We have captured 2001 frames image and 20000 sets of IMU data correspondingly for each sequence. Figure 4 is the three-layer network established in the experiment, there are sixty nodes in the first hidden layer, thirty nodes in the second hidden layer and four nodes in the output layer and each layer we use tan-sigmoid activation function. While training, Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used to get optimal parameters.
Experimental Results
Preprocess the IMU data and images and transform them to training input and output data needed. After preprocessing, we get 2000 sets of training source data for each sequence which are divided to two parts to train and test respectively in sequential. Among all the training source data, the proportion of training data and final test data is 80%, 20%. Training sequence is used to train model tune model. While training, input data is actually mas.ccsenet.org
Modern Applied Science Vol. 11, No. 10; 2017 divided to three parts, training data, validation data and test data to a percent of 4:1:1 in order to achieve optimal. Final test sequence is used to test the trained model. Figure 5 shows the convergence tendency of the error goal for both fast sequence and slow sequence.
(a) Error curve for fast sequence (b) Error curve for slow sequence Figure 5 . Error goal convergence tendency Figure 5 (a) shows that the optimal error goal for fast sequence is 0.010875 and Figure 5 (b) shows the optimal error for slow sequence is 0.010684. And these results demostrate that the precision of trained model for both fast and slow sequence is almost the same. Next, input training IMU data and test IMU data of both sequences to the their own trained model respectively to predict . Figure 5 (a) and Figure 5 (b) show predicted quaternion and truth quaternion of training data for both fast sequence and slow sequence. Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (b) show predicted quaternion and truth quaternion of test data for both fast sequence and slow sequence. Here the true quaternion refer to quaternion obtained by extacting image feature points. In Figure 6 and Figure 7 , horizontal axis notes data of each group in sequential, vertical axis notes value of quaternion respectively. Each group data includes a 4-dimention quaternion vector obtained by adjacent frames and a 60-dimention imu data vector, composed by 10 groups IMU data corresponding the two frames. , we can know the method works better on slow sequence and the prediction quaternion can better reflect changes of true changes. A sudden change exceeding a certain threshold indicates a false predictor. For this problem, in practical application of visual-inertial combination system, the value can be replaced by measurement from images. And the threshold is determined by the error convergence of training model. For each data sequence, calculate mean orientation error of prediction and true quaternion obtained from images. Table 1 explains comparison of mean orientation error of each data sequence. Taking the number of input data and the probability of error values appears into consideration, and in conjunction with Figure 6 and Figure 7 , the table clearly demonstrates that error of training data is lower than that of test data. Besides, there is some relation between four variables of quaternion, and the combination of the four corresponding variables of quaternion can reflect an actual pose. In short, errors in Table 1 indicate that BP neural network can indeed be trained to achieve camera-IMU relative pose calibration and predict relative camera pose from IMU data.
Conclusion
In this paper, a new approach is proposed where a BP neural network using Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is trained to estimate the relationship from IMU data to relative camera pose. The presented experimental results show that the method is reliable and after training, the predictive value is accurate in view of rotation. For future work, we will try to try to fusion visual and inertial measurements and achieve online calibration in real-time, and then apply the method to electronic real-time image stabilization. Vol. 11, No. 10; 2017 
